The Ohio Coalition for the Education of Children with Disabilities (hereafter, OCECD) respects the privacy of visitors to its website. This Privacy Policy governs the use and collection of information from this website.

When you visit our website, you may provide us with two types of information: personal information you knowingly choose to disclose that is collected on an individual basis and website use information collected on an aggregate basis as you and others browse our website. This information is not collected for commercial marketing purposes but may be shared with outside agencies (unless you have indicated otherwise). If you do not want your information included in directories or shared with others, please contact OCECD at 1.844.382.5452 or 1.740.382.5452 or leeannd@ocecd.org.

In general, the information collected, whether or not personally identifiable is not limited to text characters and may include audio, video and other graphic formats you send to us. Information is retained and used in accordance with existing laws, rules, regulations, and other policies.

Cookies
Cookies are simple text files stored by your web browser that provide a method of distinguishing among visitors to the website. Cookies created on your computer by using our website do not contain personally identifiable information and do not compromise your privacy or security.

Online Registration Information
The information gathered at the time of a conference, training session, or publication purchase is used for the purpose of reserving a slot for you at a particular session or to ship materials to you. In addition, our office does compile information to advertise similar training sessions and training materials, which can always be opted out. Your information shared with us is not shared with any outside parties.

Security
For various services requiring online transmittal or private information, OCECD uses the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption protocol to safeguard your sensitive personal information. Information is encrypted from your computer to OCECD server processing your request. To further secure your privacy, do not divulge any personal identification numbers or passwords or sensitive information to anyone in a phone call or email. When finished with applications that are password protected or require the input of your personal information, it is always recommended that you close or otherwise exit all instances of your browser.

Changes to this Privacy Statement
OCECD reserves the right to modify the Site and/or Privacy Statement at any time and users are deemed to be apprised of and bound by any such modifications. Our goal is to provide all services to customers in an accessible, efficient and friendly manner while maintaining their privacy. If you have comments or questions regarding privacy, please contact us.

OCECD Web Site Disclaimer
All contents copyrighted by OCECD for Nonprofit Management. All rights reserved. This website is protected by U.S. and foreign copyright laws.

While OCECD makes every effort to present accurate and reliable information on this site, OCECD does not endorse, approve or certify such information, nor does it guarantee its accuracy, completeness, efficacy, or timeliness. References herein to any commercial product, process, or service do not constitute or imply endorsement or recommendation by OCECD unless expressly stated.

Links
OCECD’s website contains links to other sites that can be accessed at certain places on this site. These sites contain information created, published, and maintained by organizations independent of OCECD. Unless specified by OCECD, we do not endorse, approve, certify, or control these external sites or any commercial product or service referenced therein. Nor does OCECD guarantee the accuracy, completeness, efficacy, or timeliness of information located therein.